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Create a new lab / Open a new labCreate a new lab / Open a new lab

By starting the ALLERG-O-Win program you are  asked to  type  in  the 
name of a new lab. This lab is a new file, into which you save or load all 
data during your work with the program. All data files, data bases and lab 
associated program files, which are necessary for this special session, are 
content of this lab file. 
By opening or creating a new lab the program starts with an empty data 
base. During the lab dialog the following options can be selected:
- New to create a new Lab file with empty data bases
- Open to open an existing Lab file 
- rename to change the name of a Lab file
- delete to delete a complete Lab file
- exit to exit the ALLERG-O-Win program
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Entry of ordersEntry of orders

The entry of orders with patient data and sender data

The entry of orders is divided into 5 different templates.

1. Template for the entry of the lab number.
2. Template for the entry of the patient data, the insured person, the insurance and the 

kind of insurance.
3. Template for the entry of the sender who requires the test.
4. Template for the entry of the allergens and the  kind of test. 
5. Help Template, which informs you about the default terms for the present entry 

by offering these for selection.
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Orders:
Every  order  owns  a  lab  number  for  clear  identification.  Every  order  gets  a  day 
number in addition. This day number is unique in the whole system and is used only 
by the program for the clear identification of the order. Every order entry starts with 
the  input  of  a  lab  number,  which  can  be  distributed  freely  (alpha  numerical)  or 
automatically according to the setting of the program. Type in a  lab number and 
confirm by pressing 'enter'. 

Entry of patients:      Patients (F2)  
The cursor on the field ‚Ident No.’ allows to enter the patient number or to let the 
program suggest  one (depending on program settings).  If  you type in an existing 
patient number, the program loads the patient data and displays them. 
By entering in ‘Patient ID’ the same patient number used in your doctor’s office PC, 
the patient is linked to the central data files.

Entry of senders:        Sender (F3)  
In case the program is used in a laboratory, the name and address of the sample 
delivering site is  entered. In case this information is not needed, the name of the 
treating physician is entered. Alternatively the address of the doctor’s office can be 
entered.

Entry of allergens:   Order (F4)  
For entering tests of a patient select in the lower field ‘order’ the type of test and 
confirm with  ‘enter’,  or  double-click  on  one  of  the  test  types.  The  template  for 
entering the allergens is displayed next.

Enter the codes of all allergens which are to be tested. All codes can be used only 
once per test. The entry of an HSA-coupled allergen will be automatically completed 
by the test with the HSA-disc. Pre-programmed panels can be added by ‘open panel’ 
(key F4) or the presently entered allergen panel can be saved by ‘save panel’ (key 
F3). By pressing ‘close’ (key F12) the mask is closed and the order entry is active 
again.
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Save orders:
A completed order is saved by pressing
1. F8 save -> new sender
        The order is saved and all mask is emptied.
2. F7 save -> keep sender for next entry
        The order is saved and all data of the sender are kept for the next order entry.
The order entry can be cancelled by pressing ‘Esc’ or  ‘cancel entry’. All data or 
alterations are erased.

Help for Input:
The help function is found on the left side of the window. Simultaneously while any 
data input the system compares the entered data with matching data in the data bank 
files  and suggests  various options in case of  correspondence.  Such proposals  can 
accepted by double-clicking on the selected data or by confirming with ‘Ctrl+Enter’.

To open orders:
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An existing order can be opened by click on the Windows symbol ‘open’. By this 
dialogue the order selection commences. This order selection informs about the lab 
number and provides additional data such as the number of allergens of the distinct 
tests, the present status of the order and the date of the order.

Quit entry screen:
The main menu is reached by pressing the key F12 or by ’file -> exit’.
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Short order input:

The short order input is the quickest way for entering an order list without data of the 
patient or the sender. All inquiries for installed test types can be entered, similar to 
the comprehensive order entry screen.
The  input  of  a  lab  number  is  sufficient  for  any  re-loading  and  for  the  safe 
identification of an order.
Such  lab  number  can  be  chosen  freely  or  -according  to  the  system  settings-  is 
suggested by the program. The test type is selected before the entry of allergens from 
the selection box. It is not recommended to enter the test type ‘Total IgE’ via the 
short data input, as this test type requires the information about the age of the patient 
for a proper report. This information can be entered only in the comprehensive order 
entry screen.

Delete orders:
Any order can be deleted on two ways:
1. From the comprehensive entry screen: select ‘file -> delete order’ 
2. From the main menu: select ‚orders -> delete orders’
Attention:
Deleting of an order is irreversible. Order data as well as allergen data of the tests 
included in  the  order  are  deleted.  Orders  can’t  be  deleted,  if  requests  have  been 
distributed to lists already. This is indicated clearly when an order in process is tried 
to be deleted.
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Import orders:
Complete orders can be imported from an external source. Prior to the import such 
orders need to be generated by the ALLERG-O-module ‘ALLERG-O-order’.
For importing one or more orders  select in the main menu ‘orders -> import’. In the 
following dialogue two options allow to select between new orders, which have been 
not imported yet, and already imported orders in case a repetition is required. Already 
imported orders are marked with another extension ‘*.abc’.
For reading in an order click on ‘open’ and select in the following dialogue the 
import file.
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Lists

‘ALLERG-O-Win’ is a list guided allergy test program. All requested allergy tests 
are saved together with the corresponding data of patients and senders.
The work off of the actual tests is organised according to the lists.
All open requests of a test type are summarised in a list. When generating such a list, 
it can be sorted by the various criteria.

Create lists
For generating a list click on ‘list’ or select in the main menu ‘list -> generate lists’.
In the following dialogue a list name can be chosen freely or -according to the system 
settings-  is suggested by the program. From the selection box the test type can be 
selected which contains the requests for setting up a list. 
Indicate the desired criteria 1 to 4 for sorting the allergens in the new list accordingly.
1. Day number The allergens are sorted according to the internal day number.
2. Allergen The allergens are sorted according to their codes.
3. Lab number The allergens are sorted according to the laboratory number.
4. Input The allergens are sorted according to the order of their  input.

Click on the ‘generate’. The program generates the list and adds automatically all 
standards, controls and blanks from the method of the corresponding test type, which 
are required for the test performance.
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Reset lists
For resetting a list  click in the main menu on ‘list  -> reset list’.  In the following 
dialogue  select  the  list   and  confirm  with  ‘OK’.  Affirm  the  following  security 
question for resetting the list finally.

Rest list (Back order list)

The rest list is a program internal list, which contains all requests after the transfer 
from  the  programmed  test  run  or  from  the  findings  report   into  it.  Whenever 
generating a new list of a particular test type, pending requests of the same type in the 
rest list will be considered.
The rest list can be edited by clicking in the main menu on ‘list -> rest list’.
Each single request of a certain test type in a rest list can be deleted or postponed.
Postponed requests show up again when a new list is generated. In the findings report 
the information ‘will follow’ is displayed.
Deleted requests  are irrevocably erased from the order.  In the findings report  the 
information ‘allergen deleted’ is displayed.
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Import/ Export of lists
For transferring lists from one PC to another or from one Program to another, the 
ALLERG-O-Win offers an Import/ Export function. This function supports the safe 
transfer of lists with all data of patients and senders from one ALLERG-O-System to 
another.

Export lists: generates a file on any disc

For the export of a list from the program click in the main menu on ‘list -> import/ 
export -> export list’. In the following dialogue the list is selected for the transfer. 
After  confirming  with  ‘OK’  and  clicking on  ‘save’  the  file  is  saved as  usual  in 
Windows programs.

Import lists: imports an exported file with an ALLERG-O-list in any laboratory

For the import of a list from the program click in the main menu on ‘list -> import/ 
export -> import list’. The  usual Windows dialogue starts. The selection of a valid 
ALLERG-O-list export file (*.agl) is confirmed by clicking on ‘OK’.

The program displays the number of senders, patients and allergens, which are saved 
in the file for import. Select whether the list shall be read and confirm with ‘Yes’ or 
‘NO’. 
If a patient or sender identification number is already in use, the family name/ first 
name of the import file as well as the family name/ first name of the internal data 
bank are displayed. You are asked whether the file refer to the same sender/ patient. 
By confirming with ‘YES’, the internal data are harmonised with the ones to import. 
By responding with  ‘NO’  the  sender/  patient  will  be  generated  separately  in  the 
internal data bank.
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Export ASC 
A list can be saved in a file by using the ASCII format (text format). This can be 
further used in another word processing program or in a calculation sheet.
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Delete
For deleting a list click in the main menu on ‘list -> delete list’. In the following 
dialogue the list is marked and the selection is confirmed by ‘OK’.
The task ‘delete list’ erases the entire list with all corresponding request, standards, 
controls and blanks. If any order is entirely emptied by erasing a list, the order is 
erased as well, which helps to avoid any confusion caused by empty orders.

ATTENTION !!!!
The deletion of a list deletes a set of data
  - the list
  - all requests (allergens) of this list
  - all standards, controls and blanks of this list
  - all orders in case they are emptied from all requests after deletion

 
Printing

Print: as List
A list with all allergens is printed.

Print: number of allergens
A list with all applied distinct allergens is printed.

Print: number of samples
A list with the number of all applied distinct sera is printed

Print: as a matrix
A list with the positioning scheme is printed.
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Test Run

The task ‘test run’ supports providing the plates with allergens well by well. Using 
this function the program illuminates the active plate positions.
For programming a test run click in the main menu on ‘test run -> test run’. Select a 
list in the following dialogue and confirm by clicking on ‘OK’.

The main mask of the test run is divided into two segments ‘plate view’ and ‘plate 
zoom’. ‘plate view’ allows an overview of 4 plates (2 light tables) and is for use with 
PC-linked light tables only. ‘zoom plate’ shows the plate, which needs to be filled, 
and can be used only without a connected lighttable.
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Plate View: Filling of plates with support of a lighttable
The plate view offers you an overview of two lighttables with two ELISA plates 
each, depending on the system settings i.e., number of linked lighttables.

Plate Zoom: Manual filling
The plate zoom function offers an overview of a single plate, which is in any case the 
currently processed plate.

Filling of allergens
When starting to put the allergens into the plates,  click on ‘allergen filling’. Three 
new buttons occur.
1. Selection in Rest List Transfers the currently marked allergens into the rest list
2. Back The filling is set one step backward.
3. Continue The filling is set one step forward.
4. Exit The filling is completed.

With the start of the filling step the system screens for the first free allergen well and 
takes it as a search reference for the whole plate. In a window in the bottom line is 
shown what allergen will be in use. All further wells, which shall be filled with the 
same allergen,  are marked and illuminated when a light table is  connected. After 
bringing all  allergens  of  this  type  to  the  plate  wells,  press  ‘Continue’.  The  next 
allergen will be processed in the same way. When the entire plate is filled, click on 
‘go’ in the left part of the screen and switch to the next plate.

Filling of serum samples
The filling step with sera is started by clicking on ‘Filling serum’.
The  internal  request  number  (day  number)  is  used  as  search  reference.  The  lab 
number of the serum currently in use is displayed on the bottom line. The following 
procedure is analogous to the procedure of the filling the allergens onto the plates 
(see ,Filling of allergens’).
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Selection in Rest list
In case allergens are missing or  the amount of serum is too short,  the concerned 
allergens/ sera can be marked by clicking the right mouse button and put into the rest 
list by using the function ‘selection in rest list’. In the following dialogue the request 
can be selected, from which the marked allergens / sera shall be transferred to the rest 
list.

Get back from Rest list
Allergens that have been moved to the rest list by mistake can be recalled by pressing 
the  right  mouse  button  and  by  clicking  on  ‘get  back  from rest  list’  in  the  next 
appearing menu. 

Further options 
In the main mask of a test run five more options are available under ‘lists’.
1. Open The current list is saved and a new one is opened.
2. Reset all Reset of all allergen and sera filling scheme
3. Reset allergen filling Reset of allergens filling schemes only
4. Reset incubation Reset of all sera filling schemes only
5. Reset rests Brings back all allergens from the rest list
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Measure
Completed  tests  are  measured  photometrically  in  the  connected  ELISA-Reader. 
Based on the optical density (OD) values of the standards with known concentrations 
a standard curve is constructed. Using this standard curve all unknown concentrations 
of  the  patients  samples  are  determined  with  the  corresponding  OD  values.  The 
calculated concentrations will be printed in the findings report.
To measure a list of your plates click on ‘measure -> measure’ in the main menu, 
select the respective list in the next mask and confirm your selection with OK. The 
measure function of the ALLERG-O-WIN software is active now. On the left side a 
list of all plates filled with allergens. To measure a plate click on the desired plate in 
the above mentioned list.

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  The plate containing the standards has to be measured first.
Click  on  ‘measurement’.  Depending  on  the  type  of  connected  Reader  and  the  type  of 
measurement, the measuring time is about 1 minute. When the measurement is completed, 
the program automatically calculates the concentration of each request. 

In case the calculated standard curve is not steady (constant in positive or negative y-axis), the 
program offers depending on the system settings (check for steady curve) the option for a manual 
edit of the standards. The question is answered either by YES or by NO. If answered by YES, the 
screen automatically switches to the second registration card (edit).
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Edit values
The OD-values of the standards can be entered and altered manually. After double-
clicking on the active value a new OD-value between 0 and 3,5 can be entered. After 
the standard curve has been recalculated all requests are recalculated on the basis of 
the new standard curve. By clicking on ‘recalculate’ the program starts to recalculate 
all measured OD-values. After the manual edition of the OD values of a standard 
curve “edited” is shown on every print out.

Load and save standard curves
For each test type a standard curve can be saved or loaded. For loading a standard 
curve click on ‘load standard curve’, for saving click on ‘save standard curve’. Only 
one standard curve can be saved for each test type. Any saving of a new standard 
curve will result in an overwriting of the previous one.
Save graph
A standard curve can be saved as a Windows bmp-file (*.bmp) when clicking on 
‘save graph’.
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Blanks
By clicking on ‚blank’ the program deducts from all OD-values of the requests the 
OD-value of the blank well.
IMPORTANT: This step is not reversible! A list will be marked as ‘measured’, if 
more than 50% of all requests have been measured.

Reporting 

The mask ‚reporting’ is separated in two windows, the one showing the entire list of 
reports, the other the single report of each patient.
When calling in the first window a measured list, which hasn’t been reported yet, the 
report is generated instantly and displayed. When calling an already reported list, it is 
just displayed. A n up-dated report is generated only after clicking on ‘new report’.
The report of findings displays an overview of the entire list. If clicking on ‘hide 
standards’, the standards are hidden on the screen and in the print-out. In the selection 
box ‘senders’ all senders of this list are shown. If clicking on any sender, the requests 
of this sender only will be displayed.
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After clicking with the right mouse button on a request of the list, another selection 
menu opens. From here a marked allergen can be transferred into the rest list or it can 
be entirely deleted from the list. In the print-out all allergens transferred to the rest 
list are marked with ‘will follow’. The tasks ‘delete’ and ‘transfer’ of allergens are 
not reversible.
In the single findings report all  senders of a list  can be linked with one or more 
patients, their respective requests and their individual findings report. By clicking on 
‘more  requests’  further  requests  are  displayed,  if  for  a  selected  patient  further 
requests are still pending in other orders. If other orders exist, the requests can be 
displayed by double-clicking on it or by clicking on ‘open selection’ in the list, where 
the order is saved.
By  clicking  on  ‘print’  all  single  findings  reports  are  printed.  Depending  on  the 
selection of patients by clicking on ‘select print’ all findings reports or only those of 
the selected patients are printed out.
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To archive

Archive lists
It is possible to archive evaluated lists, which can subsequently be printed only as 
single diagnostic report. Alterations in archived lists are not possible and the archive 
of lists can not be retracted. 
Nevertheless, it is highly recommended to archive lists after the complete evaluation 
as this reduces the amount of data stored in the lab data system and enhances the 
system speed.
To archive a list click on the “archive” button, select the respective list from the next 
menu and confirm your selection with OK. To abort this process click on OK in the 
following menu.

Search in archive

From  the  menu  „search  in  archive”  one  can  print  a  previously  archived  single 
diagnostic finding. To screen the archive one can search for lab number as well as for 
patient names/ IDs. Select Lab Number in the upper dialog box to search for lab 
number or patients to search for patient names/ IDs.
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LDT / GDT ExportLDT / GDT Export

ALLERG-O-Win offers the opportunity to export lists according to the LDT/GDT 
(LaborDatenTräger  /  GeräteDatenTräger)  standard  interfaces  and  thus  allows  the 
connection  to  a  local  laboratory  software.  To  export  a  list  via  LDT  click  on 
LDT/GDT > Export in the main menu.
In the left window all clinical findings are listed.  After selecting a list from here, in 
the right window all senders are listed. After check marking the senders for export an 
additional option allows to sort out the type of test ‘Total IgE’. In case this filter is 
activated,  any selected order with an additional  inquiry for  Total  IgE will  be not 
considered.
After  selecting  the  button  ‘start  export’,  ALLERG-O-Win  will  generate  a  file 
(export.dat).  If the button ‘start export’ is not activated, most probably non LTD-
script has been defined yet in the system configuration. Do so and repeat the above 
procedure. The name of the export file has to be defined in the system configurations. 
All LTD-files will receive this name. In case of another export the previous file will 
be overwritten. If no name has been selected in advance, the LTD-file will be named 
as ‘present date + sender’s name’.
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Management
Input of laboratory data
In the main menu ‘options -> laboratory data’ the laboratory address can be saved. 
The address will be edited together with the export of a LDT-file and with all orders 
of allergens. The addresses of any laboratory, doctors’ office and GP can be saved or 
loaded.

User’s letter head 
In the main menu ‘options -> user’s letter head’ a letter head with up to 9 rows can be 
entered. When activated by the check mark on the filed ‘use’, the letter head is used 
in the printout of the matrix.

Licence
For commercial use the ALLERG-O-Win has to be licensed.  Without a license the 
main functions such as measurements and light table option are not available. The 
licensing is carried out by Dr. Fooke Laboratorien (for address see Appendix).

The function ‘options -> printout -> printer settings’ opens the Microsoft Windows 
printer setup which can be used to adjust the basic and the colour settings as well as 
the  page  layout  of  your  printer.  These  settings  are  depended  on the  printer.  For 
further information please read the manual of the printer. 

Modify Print Templates
Refer to manual 2 ‚ALLERG-O-Win’ report generator

Maintenance of Allergens
See Manual 3 ‘ALLERG-O-Win  maintenance of allergens’
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Generating and modifying of panels

By the panel editor (options -> maintenance -> panel editor) predefined panels can be 
generated, modified and saved. Such panels can be imported for the order entry. The 
use of the panel editor is in accordance with the input of allergens.

Managing patients
In the menu ‚options -> administration -> patient management’ patient data can be 
altered independently of one or more orders. The altered data will be taken over to all 
orders which contain these patient data.

Managing senders
In the menu ‚options -> administration -> patient management’ the data of senders 
can be altered independently of one or more orders. The altered data will be taken 
over to all orders which contain the data of these senders.

Health insurance companies
In the menu ‚options -> administration -> insurance companies’ the data of insurance 
companies can be altered independently of one or more orders. The altered data will 
be taken over to all orders which contain the data of these insurance companies.
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Type of health insurances

In the menu ‚options -> administration -> type of insurances’ the data of the type of 
insurance can be altered independently of one or more orders. The altered data will be 
taken over to all orders which contain the data of these types of insurances.
In order to select a type of insurance, select an insurance company in the list and 
double-click on it. Another screen will open for generating, modifying and deleting a 
data set.
Please  note,  that  all  alterations  of  the  insurance  data  can  have  an  impact  on  the 
budgeting. Further on a printout can be assigned to the type of insurance.
The check mark ‚Additional patient data necessary’ activates in the template ‘Order 
entry’ the fields ‘patients -> insured person’.
The  check  mark  ‘Invoicing  as  privately  insured’  activates  for  the  budgeting  the 
numerals of invoicing privately insured persons.
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Budget
Depending on the individual software configuration the Allerg-O-Win can manage 
also the budgeting of all orders. The budgeting refers to the selected status of health 
insurance, which can be assigned to the patient in the order template. If a patient can’t 
be assigned to a health insurance status, the patient orders can’t be considered in the 
budgeting.
Any  new  patient  is  assigned  to  his  individual  budgeting  and  status  of  health 
insurance. The software defines hereby the maximum number of points in all types of 
tests. With respect to the tested allergens the points of all reported clinical findings 
are deducted from this account.  If a patient account is spent, no further points are 
granted for subsequent tests.

Handling of budget numerals

By selecting ‚options -> administration -> budget administration -> budget numerals’ 
budget numerals can be generated for all type of health insurances.
Choose in the selection template an insurance type and type in the budget numerals 
and their values in terms of points and a currency value.
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Definition of Budgetings
The budgeting ‚options -> administration -> budget administration -> budgeting’ 
links the budget numerals with their corresponding types of tests and displays the 
allowed maximum number of points per test.
For the budgeting select in the upper window the type of health insurance and select 
in the second window the corresponding type of test and indicate the range of budget 
numerals.
Example:
Budgeting class:  public health insurance
Type of test: specific IgE
1 – 10   budget numeral 4314
11- 15  budget numeral 4315

This example shows, that the allergens 1-10 are budgeted by the budget numerals 
4314 and the allergens 11-15 are budgeted by the budget numerals 4315. If a patient 
has been tested five times according to budget numeral 4314, only five more time this 
budget numeral can be applied in the present quarter. The budget numeral 4315 is to 
applied only after all ten budget numerals 4314 are spent.

Generation of statements of budgets per period
Individual  statements  for  a  single  or  complete  statements  for  all  senders  can  be 
generated for a preselected period of quarter 1,2,3 or 4 or for a whole calendar year. 
Select ‘options -> administration -> Budgeting -> budgeting period’, name a sender 
in the upper window and select an individual statement or ‘all senders’ for a complete 
statement.
Activate the distinct type of insurance and its budget numerals, which shall be in use. 
In the field ‘year’ type in ‘yyyy’ of  the year of  the required statement. Select the 
required quarter Q-I ,Q-II, Q-III or Q-IV or all quarters QI-IV.
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Click on ‚start budget calculation’
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Appendix

File extensions
*.exe executable files
*.mdb „Data bank“ Microsoft Database 7.0
*.bmp „Bitmap“ photo files format 3.0
*.dll „Dynamic Link Library“  external program routines 
*.dat „Data file“ program internal temporary support files
*.scr „Script file“ Text file with information about the LDT-format
*.rtf „RichTextFormat“ text file in special file format with punctuation mark 

information
*.ocx external control functions and additional dialogues
*.bin „Binary file“ file information in the binary format
*.atm „Automatic Driver“ driver files in text format for control of external 

components
*.led „Led-Table-Driver“ Led table file
*.agl „ALLERG-O-Listen“ exported file in binary format
*.exp „ALLERG-O-Listen“ exported file in text format (LDT) 
*.lng „Language File“ language files for various countries
*.srp „SpecialReport“ report files with print layout.
*.lpf   laboratory profile for input of laboratory data
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Print Report List
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Print Patient Report
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Print Matrix List
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Print Lists
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Number of Samples

Number of Allergens
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